
"* There is a coloured paper wrapper to each number. This was the first philatelic journal published in Hong-Kong.


"* There is a coloured paper wrapper to each number. The wrapper of no. 9 has "The Hoosier philatelist consolidated with the Stamp collectors' figaro".


"* There are two numbers "4" of vol. I., one dated "October, 1891," the other "April 1, 1892". The latter and no. 5 were published by Harold van Trump, at Rochester, Ind., vol. I., and no. 1, vol. II., were published by Chas. E. Babcock and Co. at Indianapolis, and nos. 2-4, vol. II., by Chas. E. Babcock, at the same place. There is a coloured paper wrapper to each number, that for no. 5, vol. II., having the year 1892 wrongly given as "1890".


— The London auction record.


HUBBARD’S MAGAZINE. See Curiosity world.

Hugo Griebert and Co. monthly special offers and bargains. Hugo Griebert and Co., 1899. 4°. 11¼ in.

"* This is solely a price list of stamps, etc., for sale by the publishers and cannot therefore be considered a philatelic journal. No. 1 is dated “October, 1899.” The word “monthly” is dropped from the title on the number issued in “January, 1903,” and on all subsequent numbers.

Hugo Griebert and Co. special offers and bargains. See Hugo Griebert and Co. monthly special offers and bargains.

HUNGARIA. Budapest, Odon Alsó, 1903-04. 24 14 (12)

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.